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1. CALL TO ORDER / CONFIRM QUORUM
2. PUBLIC COMMENT
Information
3. APPROVAL OF SUMMARY MINUTES OF AUGUST 6, 2014
ACTION
Attachment: Summary Minutes August 6, 2014
4. ANNOUNCEMENTS
Information
A. Committee Members
B. Staff Members
5. SESSION OVERVIEW
Information
Miriam Chion, ABAG Planning and Research Director
Staff memo: Overview Session December 03, 2014

Agenda

ABAG Regional Planning Committee
October 01, 2014
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6. REGIONAL PLACEMAKING INITIATIVE WORKSHOP
Action
Miriam Chion will introduce ABAG’s regional Placemaking initiative, followed by a
panel discussion with Bay Area planners, developers and elected officials and a
break-out session engaging RPC members.
Staff memo: Regional Placemaking Initiative
Attachments:
Attachment 1. Biographies of Working Group Members
Attachment 2. Placemaking examples in the Bay Area: San Francisco State
University students project
Attachment 3. Reference documents:
3.a. Approaches to Placemaking in Priority Development Area by Greg Tung,
December 2013
3.b. Happy City, Chapter 1 by Charles Montgomery, 2013

7. REGIONAL FORECAST OVERVIEW
Information
Cynthia Kroll will describe ABAG’s approach to developing an updated regional
forecast for Plan Bay Area 2017.
Staff memo: Regional Forecast Overview

8. ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting: Wednesday, February 4, 2015
Submitted:

Miriam Chion
Planning and Research Director
Date: November 17, 2014

Agenda

SUMMARY MINUTES (DRAFT)
ABAG Regional Planning Committee Meeting
Wednesday, October 1, 2014
Joseph P. Bort MetroCenter
101 8th Street, Oakland, California
1. CALL TO ORDER
Vice Chair Anu Natarajan, acting Chair of the Regional Planning Committee and Vice Mayor of City
of Fremont, called the meeting to order at 12:20 PM.
A quorum of the committee was present.
Committee Members Present

Jurisdiction

Susan L. Adams, Supervisor
Desley Brooks, Councilmember
Paul Campos, Director
Tilly Chang, Executive Director
Pat Eklund, Councilmember
Martin Engelmann, Deputy Ex. Director of Planning
Pradeep Gupta, Councilmember
Scott Haggerty, Supervisor
Erin Hannigan, Supervisor
John Holtzclaw
Nancy Ianni
Michael Lane, Policy Director
Mark Luce, Supervisor
Jeremy Madsen, Executive Director
Nate Miley, Supervisor
Karen Mitchoff, Supervisor
Anu Natarajan, Vice Mayor (RPC Vice Chair)
Julie Pierce, Councilmember (ABAG President)
Laurel Prevetti, Assistant Town Manager (BAPDA)
Carlos Romero, Director
Mark Ross, Councilmember
Pixie Hayward Schickele
Warren Slocum, Supervisor
Egon Terplan, Planning Director
Dyan Whyte, Assist. Exc. Officer

County of Marin
City of Oakland
Building Industry of America--Bay Area
SFCTA (City of San Francisco)
City of Novato
Contra Costa Transportation Agency
City of South San Francisco
County of Alameda
County of Solano
Sierra Club
League of Women Voters--Bay Area
Non-Profit Housing Association of Northern
California
County of Napa
Greenbelt Alliance
County of Alameda
County of Contra Costa
City of Fremont
City of Clayton
Town of Los Gatos
Urban Ecology
City of Martinez
California Teachers Association
County of San Mateo
SPUR
San Francisco Regional Waterboard

Members Absent

Jurisdiction

Shiloh Ballard
Andy Barnes, Policy Chair
Ronit Bryant, Councilmember
Julie Combs, Councilmember
Dave Cortese, Supervisor (RPC Chair)

Silicon Valley Leadership Group
Urban Land Institute
City of Mountain View
City of Santa Rosa
County of Santa Clara
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Diane Dillon, Supervisor
Kristina Lawson, Councilmember
Eric Mar, Supervisor
Harry Price, Mayor
David Rabbitt, Supervisor (ABAG Vice President)
Carol Severin, Associate Director
James P. Spering, Supervisor
Jill Techel, Mayor

County of Napa
City of Walnut Creek
City and County of San Francisco
City of Fairfield
County of Sonoma
East Bay Regional Park District
County of Solano
City of Napa

2. PUBLIC COMMENT
There were no public comments.
3. APPROVAL OF REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES OF AUGUST 6,
2014.
Acting Chair Anu Natarajan, Vice Mayor of City of Fremont, recognized a motion by Mark Luce,
Supervisor at County of Napa, and seconded by Susan Adams, Supervisor at County of Marin,
to approve the committee minutes of August 6, 2014 with corrections by Member Terplan. The
motion passed unanimously.
4. ORAL REPORTS/COMMENTS
Information
A. Committee Member no comments
B. Staff no comments
5. SESSION OVERVIEW
Information
Miriam Chion, Planning and Research Director at ABAG, explained that ABAG staff will be
reviewing the PDA criteria; this is an item which Regional Planning Committee (RPC) Members
and Executive Board had requested. There also will be a substantial discussion on resilience.
There will be one more RPC meeting this year, which will focus on placemaking and some of
our research efforts at ABAG. Next year there will be a series of substantial meetings related to
the release of a series of reports: State of the Region Report, Placemaking Report, Housing
Vulnerability Report, and Regional Prosperity Report. A calendar will be sent out for those
dates. As discussed in the past we would like to have one meeting in the evening where we can
discuss the specifics of the forecast.
Ms. Chion introduced Staff for Item 6.
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6. REVIEW OF PRIORITY DEVELOPMENT AREA CRITERIA
Action
Mark Shorett and Christy Leffall, Regional Planners at ABAG Planning and Research
Department, provided an overview of the Priority Development Area (PDA) criteria.
Attachments:
1. Priority Development Area (PDA) List
2. Regional Priority Development Area Map
3. Summary PDA Criteria/Guidelines Table
4. PDA Size Graphs
Member Campos talked about the placetype density range and suggested the Executive Board
consider adjusting the minimum density in smaller jurisdictions to 15 units per acre rather than
20 units per acre. He said that after adoption of Plan Bay Area there was a massive backlash in
the North Bay and other jurisdictions against PDAs, 20 units per acre is too much for some
jurisdictions; it pushes some jurisdictions out of the process of sharing housing obligations.
Governor Jerry Brown just signed a bill reducing the default density necessary to satisfy the
RHNA in Marin. The same argument applies in some jurisdictions to reducing density for PDAs.
Member Lane highlighted a previous discussion about a Transit Priority Project (TPP) verses a
PDA. In getting letters of consistency from ABAG and MTC, staff worked with him to support
affordable housing projects. He is interested in hearing staff’s position on this.
Ms. Chion responded that his question is beyond PDA criteria. For the PDA criteria there are
three basic components and that seems to be working. The proposed change in the size
criterion relates specifically to the PDAs and how we can better incorporate the efforts at the
local level. Whether there are some projects outside of PDAs that could be considered to be
consistent with the SCS is a different topic that needs additional discussion.
Ezra Rapport, Executive Director at ABAG, clarified that if a project is inside a PDA ABAG
considers it to be consistent with the Sustainable Communities Strategy. However, we do not
retain exclusive right to say which projects are consistent with the Sustainable Communities
Strategy, since local governments have the right to write a letter about whether a project is
consistent with a Transit Priority Area (TPA) or the SCS and we will not oppose that. ABAG has
not yet figured out what the standards will be for when grant funds require ABAG support.
Member Eklund asked whether we have addressed the question raised last year about the
difference between planned and potential PDAs.
Ms. Chion responded that a planned PDA is when they have locally adopted plans, and
potential PDAs are designated by the local jurisdiction but are in the beginning of the planning
efforts.
Member Eklund shared that lowering the density may not be the right solution; they have a lot
of controversy in Marin about PDAs unrelated to density.
Member Madsen cautioned against lowering the density below 20 units per acre, he felt that 20
units per acre is a good number.
Mr. Shorett wanted to clarify that the guideline for placetype is 20 units per acre and that is
what was in the bill for Marin as well.
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Member Adams shared that people are more concerned about how the State categorizes
suburban areas and the fairness of it. There still is a lot of education needed to the public about
what Plan Bay Area is, what a housing element is, and how specific plans go through the local
process. She felt it is not the density number but that the public understands what all this means
for their community.
Member Terplan questioned if the idea of PDAs is working. How many places are currently
PDAs but do not meet the criteria of a PDA? How much overall development has been
approved? How many areas have the right criteria but never became a PDA? All that
information would be very helpful. Is the PDA really the right tool to use for the upcoming Plan
Bay Area update? Are the PDAs just for housing or are they for high quality transportation
purposes, and is their focus on employment as well?
Ms. Chion answered three questions. All the PDAs meet the housing criteria, the transit piece is
the one that requires more research, and about 90% meet the transit criteria. There are a few
places that meet all the criteria but are not designated by local government as PDAs. If that is
something that is desired we can talk about that, however that decision is up to local
governments. About the focus on employment there are guidelines that are suggested which
address employment, we are also working on new criteria about industrial areas.
Mr. Rapport added that the local designation of PDAs is a local control issue which ABAG
wants to maintain. There is a bigger issue which is the political will to develop an area, which is
a huge obstacle throughout the Bay Area to get projects done. PDAs are developed as vehicles
for investment, whether it is from the region or the State or other mechanisms, and we provide
technical assistance to support these PDAs. But we need to have political will from the local
jurisdiction. We are planning to use the PDA framework for the next Plan Bay Area update.
Member Terplan asked whether a PDA designation could be removed if the political will is not
at hand so that transportation investments could be better used in other areas.
Mr. Rapport responded that, due to the shortage of housing, they do not want to remove a PDA
designation. However, OBAG will prioritize funds for areas that are making efforts to move
forward.
Member Romero clarified PDA size criteria and added that, with regard to the density question,
low-income housing projects need to be a minimum of 30 units per acre, this is the minimum
threshold for development. To find properties, for a low-income housing developer, it is easier if
the density stays at 20 units per acre.
Member Chang supported staff’s recommendation and also agreed with Member Terplan’s
comment about the importance of focusing on employment. Housing is a very important
component in our region; however employment and transit are equally in need of attention.
Member Lane highlighted that Non-Profit Housing Association (NPH) does not support lowering
the density per acre because there are too many projects that depend on the higher numbers.
Member Holtzclaw supported the comments of Member Chang and indicated that a lot of
attention should be given to have more mixed use projects so people do not have to drive and
can use more public transportation.
Member Prevetti made a motion to adopt the staff recommendation for PDA Criteria.
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Member Luce added that transit is very important and our Plan should emphasize being able to
use transit; they should also recognize the importance of living close to work.
Chair Natarajan mentioned that in some PDAs in Fremont they see three story buildings with 34 bedroom units around 2,500 square feet each all attached and it is a challenge to make them
look good and fit into the urban scene. She added that we will talk more about this in our next
session about placemaking. Also they should use PDAs as a tool to attract the Cap and Trade
Funds.
Chair Natarajan recognized a motion by Laurel Prevetti, Assistant Town Manager of Los
Gatos, and seconded by Pat Eklund, Councilmember of City of Novato, to adopt staff’s
recommendation for Item 6. The motion passed unanimously.
7. ADVANCING BAY AREA RESILIENCE: ABAG’S INTEGRATED APPROACH
Action
Ms. Chion introduced ABAG staff. Danielle Mieler, Dana Brechwald, Michael Germeraad, and
ABAG Policy Advisor Arrietta Chakos presented key findings from ABAG’s current resilience
work in housing and infrastructure, the future direction of resilience planning at ABAG, and
proposed regional resilience policies.
Attachments:
1: Bay Area Housing and Community Multiple Hazards Risk Assessment
2: Infrastructure Resilience Overview
3: Draft State and Regional Legislative Policy Agenda
Member Adams mentioned that the presentation and documentation seem to focus on shortterm resilience, and she would like to indicate that sea-level rise and climate change are equally
important and need to be stressed to our community.
Member Haggerty asked why Livermore was not included in the research map for the
presentation. He proposed to include additional scenarios that include the impacts on
Livermore.
Ms. Brechwald appreciated Member Haggerty’s suggestion to include it in their next study.
Ms. Chakos continued with the presentation about the State and Regional Legislative Policy
Agenda.
Member Campos asked staff if they had identified High Hazard Areas. He wanted clarification
about the statement in the presentation that rebuilding in High Hazard areas will be prohibited.
Ms. Brechwald explained that State guidelines prohibit building in certain high hazard areas.
However, the project helps to identify other high hazard areas where jurisdictions may choose
not to rebuild after damage from a natural disaster. ABAG has no authority to tell people where
to build or rebuild.
Member Campos requested that be clarified in the document and also asked for direction about
when and how to comment on these strategies.
Ms. Brechwald replied that comments can be sent to staff until the end of October 2014.
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Ms. Chion explained that the Technical Advisory Committee is giving the first round of
comments and then RPC will have a chance to give comments once the draft report is ready.
Member Gupta agreed with the importance of including resilience in future planning. He said
this is a complex issue. How would they manage their resources in addressing resilience?
There are three stages: (1) Before the disaster, they need to prepare for the disaster. They need
to revise the criteria to prioritize areas and to deal with the uncertainty of earthquakes. (2)
Immediately after the disaster, they need management of the damage and a process for
investment decisions. (3) In the long term recovery, they need appropriate management of
resources to bring back and strengthen places after the disaster.
Mr. Rapport indicated that ABAG is working on the three points Member Gupta raised. (1)
ABAG has been successful in seeking grants and delivering quality reports. He said that there is
a private market that needs to upgrade its facilities so their investments are protected. There is
a possibility of mandating improvements to certain buildings. Oakland is one of their pilot
programs. (2). The regional networks that serve the Bay Area have their own revenue raising
capacity, they may be politically constrained but they are not legally constrained to upgrade their
networks. Twenty five billion dollars have been invested in seismic work since the Loma Prieta
Earthquake. (3) Managing recovery needs to be planned before disaster hits; we need a
disaster recovery program in Plan Bay Area.
Member Pierce agreed with Member Haggerty that it is important to map the areas that are
very vulnerable outside the Hayward and San Andreas Fault. When they share reports with the
public it needs to be emphasized that the Hayward and San Andreas Faults are by far not the
only faults in the Bay Area. It is their job to give out good information, since there is a lot that
individuals can do to retrofit their homes.
Member Prevetti thanked staff for the great work they put together. They are moving to
resiliency and adaptation and the five policy statements are great. They are short of a lot of
resources to do all the improvements needed for buildings so they need to look at how the
limited resources are distributed. They need to look at priorities for limited resources.
Mr. Rapport talked mentioned Oakland is considering a Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) fund that would offer a reduction of business license taxes for residential rental
properties as an incentive. The State will be providing some resources and they are looking for
advice from a regional agency. We need to work to be able to provide this advice.
Member Whyte asked if the hazard analysis looked at earthquake-induced landslides.
Ms. Brechwald responded that they did identify hillside homes; however the number is very
small compared to other fragile housing types.
Member Romero talked about equity and the impact of disaster on low-income areas of color,
which will be heavily affected in a disaster. If disaster hits it often results in wholesale
depopulation. They need to think about what could be done for these areas.
Member Ross discussed the appropriate threshold of damage for considering rebuilding,
addressing the possibilities of retaining existing populations and affordability, and assessing the
appropriate insurance coverage. Currently the building code indicates that 50 percent is the
threshold for rebuilding and insurance companies work with this threshold, which might not be
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appropriate. Then, he indicated the urgency of installing gas shut off valves to reduce the fire
risk.
Mr. Rapport agreed and would also like to have PG&E install gas shut off valves on the street
so it does not go to the buildings.
Ms. Mieler added that the housing risk project’s first intent was to look at the vulnerable cities
and communities with high-risk housing issues. They have more projects coming up and will
take the RPC’s suggestions into consideration as well as the mapping recommendation that has
been made. She wanted to assure the committee that this is only the beginning and they have a
new project which will include a toolkit with recommendations that come out of this housing
project.
Member Haggerty mentioned that the response to disaster will heavily involve communitybased organizations helping people find shelter especially in vulnerable areas. He only saw
education pieces in the report and questioned staff as to whether they considered references
from Community and Neighborhood Emergency Responds Teams. He also emphasized how
important the gas shut off valves are.
Ms. Brechwald explained that they are talking to Collaborating Agencies Responding to
Disaster (CARD) and will have stronger language in the final report. They had to keep the scope
of this report on long term recovery. There are many strategies we could have included which
demonstrate how residents move effectively in response to a disaster; they were focusing on
keeping the people safe in their homes.
Member Luce talked about the importance of gas shut off valves, indicated that regular fire
insurance does not cover damage during an earthquake and earthquake insurance is expensive
with large deductibles. Earthquakes are always huge amounts of loss and very little coverage
from insurance and other funds.
Member Eklund asked if a residence or commercial building has been severely damaged by an
earthquake, and the property is a non-conforming use, what happens to the residents that lived
there. Will non-conforming use properties be addressed in the toolkit in the upcoming report?
Ms. Chion answered that they will take that into consideration as they have not yet decided the
scope of the toolkit report.
Member Prevetti mentioned a lot of communities address non-conforming use properties in
their ordinances; she did not know the specific facts.
Chair Natarajan recognized a motion by Laurel Prevetti, Assistant Town Manager of Los
Gatos, to support the new resilience program and to recommend that the ABAG Executive
Board adopts the Loma Prieta 25th Anniversary policies, seconded by Pat Eklund,
Councilmember of City of Novato. The motion passed unanimously.
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ADJOURNMENT
Acting Chair Natarajan adjourned the Regional Planning Committee at 2:30 PM.
The next meeting of the Regional Planning Committee will be on December 3, 2014 at 12:00 PM.
Submitted:
Wally Charles
Date: November 17, 2014
For information or to review audio recordings of ABAG Regional Planning Committee meetings,
contact Wally Charles at (510) 464-7993 or info@abag.ca.gov.

ASSOCIATION OF BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS
Representing City and County Governments of the San Francisco Bay Area

Date:

November 20, 2014

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Miriam Chion, ABAG Planning & Research Director

Subject:

Overview Session December 3, 2014

At our last meeting, the Regional Planning Committee took three actions. It recommended
approval of the existing Priority Development Areas (PDA) Criteria, approval of the new
Regional Resilience framework, and approval of the Loma Prieta Conference policies. The
PDA Criteria will be submitted to the ABAG Excecutive Board for adoption December 4,
2014 and the Loma Prieta policies will be brought to the Board in January 2015.
The December Regional Planning Committee meeting will focus on the Regional
Placemaking Initiative. This is an effort that is coming back to the committee after a year.
Based on input from the last meeting a working group of advisors was formed to formulate
key questions and identify an approach to facilitate a discussion on the challenges and
opportunities for strengthening the urban vitality of our Priority Development Areas. We
will review some interesting examples of place-making and discuss potential strategies.
We will also review the development of econometric and demographic models to inform
the regional forecast. This is in response to requests from the Committee and local
jursidictions to address economic trends in more detail and gain further insights into the
demographic changes in the region. These models will be developed over the next nine
months to inform key assumptions for the regional forecast.
For 2015, we will have three major milestones towards Plan Bay Area 2017
 The State of the Region Report, February 2015
 People, Places, Prosperity: Complete Communities in the Bay Area, Summer 2015
 Regional Forecast Key Assumptions, Fall 2015
In addition, we will continue with several implementation strategies, including PDA
Planning Grants, East Bay Corridor and Grand Boulevard Initiative, coordination on
economic development, Regional Prosperity Consortium projects, entitlement
streamlining, Soft-Story Reinforcement Pilot project, Bay Trail and Water Trail.
The deadline for the revision or submittal of new PDAs and PCAs is May 2015.

Item 5 Overview

ASSOCIATION OF BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS
Representing City and County Governments of the San Francisco Bay Area

Date:

12/3/2014

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Mark Shorett and Vinita Goyal, Regional Planners

Subject:

Regional Placemaking Initiative

This memo provides an overview of the new regional placemaking initiative, a description of the
workshop that will take place at the December 3rd RPC meeting, and a proposal to include
placemaking as an element of the Plan Bay Area 2017.
This is coming a year after we had a placemaking session at the Regional Planning Committee.
In attachment 3, we are including two reference documents: (a) Last year’s presentation by Greg
Tung, Approaches to Placemaking in Priority Development Areas, as a reminder of what we
discussed last time; and (b) Chapter 1 of the book Happy City by Charles Montgomery (2013) as
a simple short story of urban design and policy.

Regional Placemaking Initiative
The growth pattern adopted in Plan Bay Area reflects a growing trend toward reinvestment in
existing downtowns and neighborhoods, demand for housing and workplaces with access to
amenities and a variety of transportation options, and local planning to stimulate infill and
transit-oriented development. Nearly 80% of new housing in the Plan is projected to take place
in Priority Development Areas (PDAs)—locally nominated districts envisioned for additional
homes and jobs. To date, regional collaboration around PDAs has focused on two key issues: job
and housing growth. The update to Plan Bay Area provides an opportunity to add a third
dimension to the discussion: Placemaking. We have heard repeatedly from RPC and Executive
Board members that how our communities grow is of equal importance to how much our
communities grow. The details of our streets, parks, buildings, and plazas influence our health,
economy, and ability to maintain and create cultural practices and traditions.
Placemaking is the process of shaping streets, public spaces, and buildings. It involves policymaking, planning, design, and construction. It also involves everyone that lives and works in a
place. Once a place is constructed, it is continuously shaped by its users. A community park can
be a field for pick-up sports games one day, the setting for a farmer’s market the next, and a
1
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stage for a music festival the next. A school campus can act as a learning center during the day
and a community center during evening and weekend hours. And industrial and commercial
buildings can respond to economic changes through retrofits to accommodate different kinds of
tenants.
How well these places adapt, and how they impact health and levels of opportunity are connected
to decisions made by a wide range of players, particularly elected officials and local staff.
Different solutions work in different communities, reflecting the region’s diversity. Through a
regional discussion, we will identify some common elements of successful placemaking and find
concrete ways to integrate successful practices into our regional framework for growth—adding
a third dimension to complement regional planning for housing and job growth. The Regional
Planning Committee is playing a key role in guiding this discussion and proposing and providing
feedback on strategies.
The Regional Placemaking Initiative has been shaped by a working group made up of experts in
urban design, community planning, and real estate development. This group is led by RPC vicechair Anu Natarajan and ABAG Executive Board vice-president David Rabbitt. The working
group had four sessions in 2014 to frame core challenges, identify key tasks and designed the
RPC workshop. The working group will meet in the Spring 2015 to guide the production of the
Regional Placemaking Report by summer 2015.
The working group has identified several areas of work:
 Economic development
 Community ownership and inclusion
 Effective public involvement
 Elements of a complete community
Based on input from the working group, staff has identified the following tasks:
 The workshop during the December 3 RPC meeting. Working group members will make
presentations on a key placemaking issue, followed by moderated small group
discussions identifying challenges, opportunities and strategies for creating successful
communities.
 A Placemaking Report released in Spring/Early Summer of 2015 responding to input
from the RPC workshop, the insights of working group members, and additional
research. This will identify opportunities to integrate placemaking into the 2017 update to
Plan Bay Area and into regional planning initiatives.
 Proposal to integrate placemaking into Plan Bay Area 2017
 Ongoing research and community engagement. ABAG can leverage the region’s
wealth of design and academic resources to provide technical assistance to jurisdictions
undertaking complex placemaking efforts, and to help identify replicable practices to
share with local planners, the RPC and the Executive Board. These do not require
expenditure of additional resources, and include the following:
2
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o Videos compiled by San Francisco State planning studio that capture the diversity
of the region’s public spaces and potentially replicable approaches. These “place
stories” will be highlighted on the ABAG website and presented at the beginning
of the December 3 RPC meeting. Additional place stories can be added to
highlight communities throughout the Bay Area
o An urban design studio with the UC-Davis school of Landscape Architecture in
key sites in Priority Development Areas along the San Pablo Corridor between
North Oakland and Pinole.
o Participation in the UC-Berkeley’s Center for Cities and Schools’ Y-PLAN
program through a client project with students from Oakland Unified School
District (OUSD) focused on 1-2 East Bay PDAs.
o A studio with the UC-Berkeley Department of City and Regional Planning in a
location to be determined.

Placemaking Workshop December 3
The purpose of the workshop is to discuss the concerns about placemaking and the ongoing
strategies across the region from various perspectives. The working group will provide key ideas
to invite insightful discussions in small groups. The insights of this workshop will be part of the
Regional Placemaking Report. The workshop will include the following:


Context for the Regional Placemaking Initiative – Miriam Chion, ABAG Planning and
Research Director (5 minutes)



Placemaking examples in the Bay Area - Video by San Francisco State University
students (10 minutes)



What can Placemaking do for you? Five members of the placemaking working group
will address this question from various perspectives (25 minutes):
a. PlaceMaking through economic development lenses - Anu Natrajan, RPC Vice
Chair
b. Places as eco –systems - Steve Dostart,
c. Intentionality - Greg Tung,
d. Ownership of places - Fernando Marti
e. Participation in the construction of places - Michael Rios, UC Davis



Engagement, challenges and strategies in the development of good places - Group
discussions (35 minutes)
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What can you do for PlaceMaking? - David Rabbitt, Supervisor Sonoma County (5
minutes)



Placemaking in Plan Bay Area 2017 – RPC discussion (15 minutes)

Requested Action
The Regional Planning Committee recommends to the ABAG Executive Board the inclusion of
placemaking as an element of Plan Bay Area 2017.
Attachments
Attachment 1. Biographies of Working Group Members
Attachment 2. Placemaking examples in the Bay Area: San Francisco State University students
project
Attachment 3. Reference documents:
3.a. Approaches to Placemaking in Priority Development Areas by Greg Tung, December 2013
3.b. Happy City, Chapter 1 by Charles Montgomery, 2013
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Biographies of Working Group Members

John David Beutler is an urban designer and planner with a decade of experience at Calthorpe
Associates. He manages the development of large scale master plans, both within the United States and
internationally, and has overseen projects in Jordan, Pakistan, Senegal and Saudi Arabia, among other
locations. His work has ranged from detailed site design to large-scale city planning to public
participation. Mr. Beutler maintains a special interest in the definition of districts and spaces, and the
integration of the automobile into walkable environments. He has also participated in an international
research effort and coauthored a paper with Dr. Robert Cervero on the adaptation of transit to a variety
of modern land use environments, titled "Adaptive Transit: Enhancing Suburban Transit Services."
Steve Dostart is the President and Founder of the Dostart Development Company, LLC (DDC). Prior to
founding DDC, he was a Partner at the Mozart Development Company. Steve is a leader in TransitOriented Design and in utilizing the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards for
efficient and sustainable design. He has overseen the development of significant campus and singlebuilding projects totaling over two million square feet in Palo Alto, Mountain View and Sunnyvale
working collaboratively with notable international firms such as Hewlett Packard, Goldman Sachs & Co.,
TDK USA, KPMG, AOL Netscape, Morgan Stanley, Norwest Bank, Synopsys and Network Appliance.
Earlier in his career, Steve worked in the Investment Banking Division of Goldman Sachs in New York, for
the Trammell Crow family at the Trammell Crow Company in Dallas and for the Centre City Development
Corporation in San Diego
Gil Kelley is Director of Citywide Planning, where he manages the development of long-range plans,
urban design and planning policies for the City and County of San Francisco. Mr. Kelley has 35 years of
extensive experience with both the public and private sector in city and regional planning, economic
development, urban design and public administration. He comes to San Francisco from Portland-based
Gil Kelley & Associates, where as Principal and Owner he advised both public and private clients on
strategies for sustainable urban development, addressing climate change, partnership formation and
organizational development. Mr. Kelley also served as Director of Planning for the City of Portland,
where he oversaw planning efforts for the Pearl District, West End and South Waterfront/Marquam Hill,
as well as neighborhoods throughout the City, and created the City’s River Renaissance Initiative, a
multi-agency project to revitalize the city’s waterfront and watershed system. Mr Kelley’s concept of the
20-minute neighborhood continues to shape much of Portland’s planning and development.
Fernando Marti is Co-Director at Council of Community Housing Organizations (CCHO) which has been
leading the affordable housing movement in San Francisco since 1978. They fight for funding and
policies that shape urban development and empower low-income and working-class communities.
Fernando Marti is also a printmaker, installation artist, community architect, writer, and activist. He was
born in Guayaquil, Ecuador, and has made his home in San Francisco since 1992. Fernando's art explores
the clash of the Third World in the heart of Empire, and the tension between inhabiting place vs. the
urge to build something transformative. His current public projects and altar ofrendas deal with the
creation and claiming of place and identity within local histories of resistance. Fernando has been deeply
connected with neighborhood struggles in San Francisco's Mission District since the mid-90s, creating art
1
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for and with many local organizations. He is a member of the SF Print Collective and Just Seeds Artists
Cooperative, and practices community architecture with the nonprofit Asian Neighborhood Design.

Elizabeth Macdonald is an urban designer. Her research focuses on street design and the history of
urban form. Particular interests include: the impacts of engineering street standards on the pedestrian
realm; context sensitive street design; North American waterfront promenades and their impacts on
physical activity; the interface between buildings and the public realm; post occupancy evaluation of
urban design plans and projects; the sustainability dimensions of urban design; urban design graphic
communication; and methods for urban design knowledge-building. Professor Macdonald is a partner in
the urban design firm Cityworks. Recent professional design projects include the design for Octavia
Boulevard in San Francisco (to replace the earthquake damaged Central Freeway), and redesigns for
Pacific Boulevard in Vancouver, British Columbia, International Boulevard in Oakland’s Fruitvale District,
and C.G. Road in Ahmedabad, India. Professional planning projects include consulting on streetscape
design for Plan Abu Dhabi 2030, San Francisco’s Better Streets Plan, and San Francisco’s Market/Octavia
Neighborhood Plan
Anu Natarajan, Councilmember of City of Fremont has lived in Fremont for 14 years. Her professional
experience includes working as an architect, public agency planner, and as an urban planning consultant.
Through a community-based planning process, she believes in creating well-designed, sustainable, and
livable communities, which is essential to fostering economic growth. Councilmember Natarajan served
on the Fremont Planning Commission from January 2003 to December 2004. She volunteers with
community organizations, and also enjoys exploring new cities and their architecture, meeting people,
and reading.

David Rabbitt was elected in November 2010 to represent Sonoma County’s 2nd District on the Sonoma
County Board of Supervisors. David began his four year term in January after previously serving as the
Vice Mayor and member to the Petaluma City Council. His regional assignments include the Golden Gate
Bridge District, Association of Bay Area Governments, the North Bay Water Reuse Authority and the
Community Advisory Board of the San Francisco Bay Water Transit Authority. Supervisor Rabbitt’s
countywide assignments embrace Health Action, Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO), Solid
Waste Advisory Group, and Sonoma County Employee Retirement Association (SCERA). He also co-found
Support Healthy Active Kids in Education (SHAKE) to create strong physical education and nutrition
programs in the elementary schools, he is also a trained architect
Michael Rios is an Associate Professor in the Department of Environmental Design and Chair of the
Community Development Graduate Group. He also directs CRCs Sacramento Diasporas Project that
provides policy-relevant and community-based research related to the region’s (im)migrant and refugee
populations. His research interests focus on the intersection between marginality, urbanism, and public
space.
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Gregory Tung, Co-founding Principal of Freedman, Tung and Sasaki. Gregory Tung draws on his
extremely wide range of architectural and urban design expertise to formulate urban design strategies
and plans that enhance city identity and draw investment to our project areas. The lion’s share of
special features that distinguish the firm’s portfolio of built work were designed by Mr. Tung. He is a
leader in creating innovative designs for streets & boulevards, landmarks and custom-designed street
furniture, as well as in the development of state-of-the art architectural design standards. His district
and corridor revitalization plans combine sensitive infill development master planning with catalytic
capital improvement designs. Mr. Tung is also well known for his innovative community participation
processes, and insightful workshop seminars that add an education component to the public
participation process. As a designer, planner, and writer, Gregory Tung is a frequent speaker at urban
design, architecture, and city planning conferences, particularly on thorny topics involving the
retrofitting of the suburban city.

3
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San Francisco State University Student Project:
Placemaking Examples in the Bay Area

Project/ Problem Description/ Significance of the Project: Public places—plazas, parks, streets—are

equally significant for people seeking connectedness and a sense of community, and for persons looking
for quiet. Both groups of people seek a sense of belonging, long-term or ephemeral, within the cities
they live or visit. And public places anchor that sense of belonging.
While elected officials, designers and planners facilitate the process of making those places happen,
ultimately they must echo the values of the users. Places must embody the diversity of populations
using them, and also of their cultures or simply, their ways of being. In that vein, places must
accommodate a range of people’s needs--proximity to nature, expression for art and performances ,
allowance for walking and mingling—and myriad other forms that people reach for in these public
gathering places.
Through its multitude of places, the Bay Area is fortunate to offer several of these dynamic and diverse
opportunities to the region’s peoples. There are stories embedded within the making of each of these
places though that we must hear and learn from before we can stitch and sprinkle such places
throughout the region’s cities, urban and suburban, big and small. Essentially, they are stories of
transformation and there have been several pioneers. There is a story of a parking lot in a neighborhood
that transformed into a park for kids and another that transformed into a community garden for seniors.
Sidewalks and plazas transformed, for a few days, with dance performances, and also parks with mime
artists. Temporary transformations on streets, such as farmers markets and parklets, all evoke users’
identity, and their connectedness and individuality. They also hold a potential to extend their power as
residents and visitors in the process of shaping the places.
Through a Regional PlaceMaking Initiative, cities and communities can embark on a collective process in
creating vital places in their neigborhoods.
Student Consulting Team Role/Task:
A) Field Visit/ documentation of the physical attributes of the place through Photographs/Videos
B) Historical Research of the Place including political, economic and social context
C) Interviews with Elected Officials/Planners/Designers/Community who were involved in the
PlaceMaking process.
D) Interviews/surveys with a few users with diverse backgrounds.
E) PlaceMaking Story in coordination with the Ambassadors (Elected
Officials/Planners/Designers/Community)
Specific deliverables expected:
Compilation of 6-8 PlaceMaking Case Studies in coordination with ambassadors. Work will result in a
report and website with graphic and video documents.
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Approaches to
Placemaking in Priority
Development Areas
Gregory Tung, Principal
Freedman Tung + Sasaki
ABAG Regional Planning Committee
December 4, 2013
© 2013 Freedman Tung + Sasaki - except outside sourced material
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“Placemaking”
What is it?
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City Pattern

District Structure, Sense of Place, & Transect
• “Pieces of city” (neighborhoods, districts) have a
hierarchy – at centers of activity and intensity, blocks
are smaller, denser and more walkable, and architecture
shapes public spaces. Quieter outskirts have more
greenery and developments are further apart.
• Developments in each piece have consistent physical
and activity qualities that tell you where you are; they
also make investing more secure – we say they show a
clear “sense of place”.
< < < OUTSKIRTS < < <

> > > CENTERS > > >
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The “Urban Transect” (from The Smart Code, v.7)

City Structure

I-10

71
57

60

City Structure:
Areas of “urbanized”
development
surrounded by
residential
neighborhoods (yellow)
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City Change

Industrialization v.2:
City Pattern re-organized using
Industrial Principles
Business park

Shopping Center

“City as Machine” (CIAM 1933)
•
•
•
•

Economy Focused on Making & Moving Goods
Synchronized routines
Segregated land uses linked by vehicle “conveyor belts”
Mass consumption

© Freedman Tung + Sasaki 2013
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Housing Subdivision

The Experiment FIT with the new
industrial economy of the Era.

New Technologies:
• Cars
• Interstate Highways
• Electrification
• Air Conditioning

Taylorism (Fordism):
• Central Control
• Mass Production
• Mass Consumption
Demographics:
• Uniform H/H Structure
Cheap energy
Abundant accessible land

Massive subsidies

It became our culture’s development
“consensus” on how to build.

© Freedman Tung + Sasaki 2013

City Structure

I-10

71
57

60

City Structure:
Areas of “urbanized”
development
surrounded by
residential
neighborhoods
(yellow)
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Garey Ave.

Change Areas

I-10

Holt Ave.

Mission Blvd.

71

Garey Ave.

57

60

Placemaking at the
small scale:
individual places
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The Franklin & Webster Street corridors – arterial traffic set in Chinatown

Chinatown had the highest pedestrian densities of any East Bay
Item 6district
Attachment 3 a

Trial version of “scramble” diagonal crosswalks – added striping only

Enlarged corner bulbs + emphatic diagonal striping + “Streetprint”
patterns
Item 6 Attachment
3a

Decorative pattern from a Qing Dynasty manual of architecture and design

Takeaway:
A functional “facility” +
decorative/cultural
treatment = Placemaking
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A parking lot at the south edge of downtown (former historic train station site)

Downtown Specific Plan vision illustration
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Infill Plaza and roundabout across from new transit station building

Before: parking lot along 6th Street
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After: plaza and restored street edge to shops, across from new station

Before: Downtown Redwood City’s Courthouse Annex
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After: Courthouse Square

Takeaway:
Repurposing the right
focal space or site for
community Gathering =
Placemaking
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Takeaway:
Successful Gathering =
great space + active
“frame.”
A space without active
frame = dead.

Placemaking at the
medium scale:
block & corridor
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A corridor consists of a public right-of-way
AND the enfronting development
Urban Center

Neighborhood

Public and Private frontage:
Treated differently for “more” and “less” urban places
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A Street Corridor is all one Place: Successful ones treat
both the “walls” and “floor” of the “room”…

…no matter whose “property” it is; they must work
together for success
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“Street Type must serve
Development Type”

The “turfs” of the street section – pedestrians vs. automobiles

Item 6 Attachment 3 a
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Corridor Transformation:
East 14th Street in the North Area
1988 - before Corridor Plan and
Streetscape Improvements

35

Corridor Transformation:
East 14th Street in the North Area
Today - after Corridor Plan and
Streetscape Improvements

36
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Building prototypeEast
in corridor
14th design
Streetguidelines

(State Highway 185) in 1991

Corridor Transformation:
East 14th Street in the North Area
Today: “Grand Boulevard” Senior
Housing - linked to corridor transit

37

Existing Mission Boulevard (example location)
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Mission “Midtown Boulevard” Streetscape Concept

The takeaway:
Matching the R.O.W.
format and the fronting
development format
creates place and value
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Placemaking at the
broader scale:
district
I-580

Livermore
Avenue
DOWNTOWN

First Street
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Livermore Heritage: Ranching, Wineries, and Livermore Labs
First Street

Community Development Context
•

1960s-1990s: The community had significant concerns about
sprawl - numerous community efforts to preserve habitat and
agriculture areas.

•

1999: South Livermore Valley Specific Plan and Urban Growth
Boundary adopted.

•

2002: North Livermore Urban Growth Boundary adopted.
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Edge and Center
• By 2002, the Livermore community had
decided it didn’t want to grow at its edges
• Instead (or by default), it agreed that it
should grow in its center…
• …But there wasn’t yet a vision about what
growing in the center meant, or looked
like.

Downtown Livermore in 2002: underperforming business and
community image, low activity, not well connected to
surrounding wine country
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First Street was State Route 84 at the time – 4-5 lane truck route

Downtown’s Authentic Historic Architecture…
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…Outnumbered by utilitarian, ordinary and vacant buildings
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Downtown’s Challenges: Community Comments
Workshop #1, July 27, 2002

• Nobody lives there
• Few work there
• Low intensity
development
• Outdated building
fabric (small)
• No retail or
recreational
destinations

• Minimal public realm
• Far from freeway
• Poor linkages to
downtown
• Weak visual character
• High-speed traffic
through the heart of
downtown (1st St,
Livermore Avenue)
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Vacant
Vulnerable
Somewhat Vulnerable

Preliminary Directions: Community Comments
Workshop #2, August 14, 2002

• Add housing
downtown
• Arts emphasis
• Wine expression
• Change First Street

• Clustered retail
• Pedestrian-oriented
places
• Lots of shade

– Make it narrower,
slower
– Convenient parking
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A sticking point:
The height issue

• Livermore residents were used to
suburban heights and intensities
• They also prized their historic downtown’s
character
• Many in the community balked at new
buildings higher than 3 stories (ground
floor with 2 stories of housing above), and
said so in workshops
• Many were also skeptical: “who will want
to live downtown, anyway?

The Regional Real Estate Market
and Livermore within

• Market analysis indicated that retail, office
and residential development demand was
there – it was a matter of capture.
• This was a matter of the right retail,
office, and residential product types
configured for the type of place – and
where, how much, and how fast.
• The biggest mistake would be over-reach
– 8 blocks of retail instead of 5.
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Latent Demand for “Urban” Lifestyles
• Livermore is home to a
high number of
households with urban
lifestyles – despite being
dominated by suburban
single family product types
• With the right delivery of
retail, cultural amenities,
events and activity,
downtown residential
would be desirable and
successful

PRIZM Distribution

URBAN

SECOND CITIES

39.7%
57.0%

SUBURBS
TOWN AND RURAL

The Economics of Reality
• Financial analyses indicated that a
minimum of 4 stories of mixed-use
development would be necessary to
“pencil.”
• With assurances that urban design could
assure quality and fit of taller
development, the question then became,
do you really want investment and
revitalization to happen?
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Illustrated the Future
Downtown
District
Envisioned by the
(initially skeptical)
Livermore Community

Shaped the
development
character to be
complementary to
historic buildings and
fabric
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Refocused Land
Use &
Development
Policies…
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Planning process
defined locations
and types of
desired new
investment
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The usual “share” of street use zones

© Freedman Tung & Sasaki

The “Flexible Zone” Main Street: A Use Overlap
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The First Flexible Zone Main Street: Castro Street (1989)

Castro St. in 1982
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First Street (CA-84) in 2004
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First Street after streetscape and re-routing of CA-84
First Street (CA-84) in 2004

First Street today (with flexible zone café space)
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First Street sidewalk in 2004

First Street sidewalk today (with flexible zone café space)
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“Winery Patio” streetscape, new town green, & interactive
fountain

1st St. & Livermore Ave: A slip
lane and “pork chop” island
become a new town green

New Investment: Shops, Offices, Residences, & Anchors
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Design Context identification example – Livermore / Downtown Specific Plan

Design Prototypes Examples – Livermore / Downtown Specific Plan
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Infill development examples under Livermore Downtown Specific Plan regs/guidelines

The takeaway:
Placemaking is a key to making
PDA’s active, attractive,
meaningful – both to residents
AND investors
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The takeaway:
The urbanism of a district (wellrelated building frontages and
public realm) matters most for
attractive and value-creating
placemaking

The takeaway:
Essential placemaking tools are:
good development controls (formbased) and good public realm
(streetscape) that work together –
that both draw from place
character, and add to it too
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The takeaway:
Strategic Placemaking is where
you select and shape the right
catalyst project to kick-start big
change. From an “economic
gardening” standpoint, that
catalyst project is more likely to
be a public realm than an
individual facility.

PDAs:
Why Placemaking?
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Smart Growth: Because it’s good for you

But lest we forget… we Americans are

aspirational

Artist: Anthony Hawkins

http://hawk862.deviantart.com/art/Shining-City-Upon-a-Hill-140218403
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We want to be moved more by aspirations than fears

To make “infill” meaningful and
desirable, we need to provide a
basis for a wider consensus:
enthusiasm and core
understandings of how to grow
and re-invest in great places that
are sustainable, livable, and
prosperous
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ASSOCIATION OF BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS
Representing City and County Governments of the San Francisco Bay Area

Date:

November 17, 2014

To:
From:
Subject:

ABAG Regional Planning Committee
Cynthia Kroll, ABAG Chief Economist
Regional Forecast Overview for the Plan Bay Area 2017 Update

The ABAG research team has revised the regional forecasting approach from earlier years. The
approach used in this cycle is built on expertise within the agency but also takes advantage of
outside resources and new tools. ABAG has established a technical advisory committee to
review the forecasting process, with technical experts from other public state and regional
agencies, academia, the business community, and the nonprofit research sector. (Advisory
committee members are listed at the end of this memo).
The ABAG research group will use several tools to prepare an updated regional forecast for Plan
Bay Area 2017. Stage one of the forecast will combine a set of population, economic and
household models to produce the total regionwide forecasts of population, jobs and households
through 2040, including expected net migration and commute. Stage two of the forecast,
conducted in partnership with our local jurisdictions and with modeling input from MTC, will
distribute the regionwide forecasts to different locations within the region. Plan Bay Area 2017
will also include travel model forecasts which will be prepared by MTC. Figure 1 shows the
different components of the regional forecast. This memo addresses primarily the methodology
for Stage 1.

Joseph P. Bort MetroCenter, 101 8th Street, Oakland, California 94607-4756 P.O. Box 2050, Oakland, California 94604-2050
(510) 464 7900 Fax (510) 464 7985 www.abag.ca.gov info@abag.ca.gov
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Approach to the Regional Forecast
The regional forecast has three components, as shown in Figure 2:




BayPop creates a forecast of population based on natural increase and migration
assumptions
BayEcon forecasts gross regional product, employment by industry, occupations and
income
BayHome forecasts household growth based on population growth and economic
factors

BayPop is based on a demographic model estimated by John Pitkin and Dowell Myers, that takes
into account the unique characteristics of the Bay Area’s population in terms of ethnicity, age
distribution, and place of origin, as well as the propensity to migrate based on historic patterns
by age and place of origin. The model results based on historic trends will be adjusted to reflect
how expected economic growth patterns identified through the REMI differ from historic trends.
BayEcon forecasts economic factors using the REMI model. The model drives regional economic
activity from overall national and international economic conditions, the economic structure of
the region (industry mix, for example), and relationships among regions. Relationships within
the model are derived primarily from econometric and input-output analysis. The model
provides a long range forecast without economic cycles and is often used for impact analysis.
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Employment is analyzed using Bureau of Economic Analysis definitions and may be adjusted in
the forecast to reflect Census definitions if necessary for the transportation analysis.
BayHome will be designed by ABAG research staff in consultation with Pitkin and Myers, and will
build on historic household formation rates by ethnicity and age cohort, research indicating how
these rates may change over time, and economic input from the REMI model on relative housing
costs and building activity. Household income will be calculated using income forecasts from the
REMI model and ABAG analysis of the relationship between overall personal income levels and
household income.
Geographic Distribution of the Regional Forecast
Figure 3 diagrams the iterative process that will be used to distribute the regional forecast totals
for population, employment, and households. The basic relationships that drive local
development are modeled in UrbanSim. The Bay Area UrbanSim model is under development in
MTC’s interagency analysis group through a contract with Synthicity. The underlying data of the
model, on existing buildings, zoning, and community characteristics will be augmented and
model results “ground truthed" through interactions between MTC and Synthicity modeling
staff and local government and ABAG planners. New information may be added to the model in
an iterative process designed to refine the projection and distribution process.
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Land Use Scenarios
Alternative assumptions will be drafted for each of the three alternative scenarios for
distribution of housing, employment and population, for which impacts can be evaluated. The
three scenarios will consider a single set of regional forecast totals.
Schedule
The forecast methodology will be released in Summer 2015. The preliminary regional forecast
will be released by Fall 2015 and the final regional forecast will be adopted by January 2016.
The forecast methodology, its key assumptions, and preliminary numbers will be shared with
local planning staff and stakeholders and will be presented at various regional meetings, public
meetings and workshops.
The scenarios approach will be released in Fall 2015. The preliminary growth allocation
numbers will be released by the end of 2015 and the preferred scenario will be adopted by
Spring 2016. Similarly, the scenarios will be discussed with local planning staff and stakeholders.
They will also be presented at regular regional meetings, public meetings and public workshops.
For more details on the Community Engagement Plan see memo in the ABAG Executive Board
packet December 4, 2014.
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ABAG Regional Forecasting Technical Advisory Committee, Plan Bay Area 2017 Update
1) Irena Asmundson, Chief Economist, California Department of Finance
Contact Information: irena.asmundson@dof.ca.gov , (916) 322-2263
2) Clint Daniels, Principal Analyst, SANDAG
Contact Information: Clint.daniels@sandag.org
3) Ted Egan, Chief Economist, Controller’s Office of Economic Analysis, City of San
Francisco
Contact Information: ted.egan@sfgov.org , (415) 554-5268
4) Robert Eyler, Professor of Economics and Director, Center for Regional Economic
Analysis, Sonoma State University
Contact Information: robert.eyler@sonoma.edu
5) Gordon Garry, Director of Research and Analysis, Sacramento Area Council of
Governments
Contact Information: ggarry@sacog.org , 916-340-6230
6) Tracy Grose, Bay Area Council Economic Institute
Contact Information: tgrose@bayareacouncil.org
7) Subhro Guhathakurta, Professor, Georgia Tech University, Department of City and
Regional Planning
Contact Information: subhro.guha@coa.gatech.edu , (404) 385-0900
8) Hans Johnson, Senior Fellow, Public Policy Institute of California
Contact Information: johnson@ppic.org , (415) 291-4460
9) Jed Kolko, Chief Economist, Trulia
Contact Information: jed@trulia.com
10) Walter Schwarm, Demographic Research Unit, California Department of Finance
Contact Information: walter.schwarm@dof.ca.gov
11) Michael Teitz, UC Berkeley and PPIC, Retired
Contact Information: teitz@ppic.org
12) Daniel Van Dyke, Rosen Consulting Group
Contact Information: dvandyke@rosenconsulting.com
Ex-Officio Members
David Ory, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, dory@mtc.ca.gov
Michael Reilly, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, mreilly@mtc.ca.gov
Sean Randolph, Bay Area Council Economic Institute, sean@bayareacouncil.org

ABAG Staff Designing the Forecast
Cynthia Kroll, Chief Economist, cynthiak@abag.ca.gov, 510-464-7928
Jason Munkres, Senior Planner, jasonm@abag.ca.gov
Hing Wong, Senior Planner, hingw@abag.ca.gov
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